
The Top 8 Ohio Betting Apps on Mobile for
the Conference Championships: Best Ohio
Bonuses

Looking for the best Ohio mobile betting bonuses? Check out
the Top 8 Ohio Betting Apps ahead of the Conference
Championships this weekend!

NEWS RELEASE BY SPORTS BETTING US

 

As of Jan 1 2023, sports betting and online betting became legal in Ohio. This is great news for

residents of Ohio, now being able to place bets at sportsbook sites licensed within their state

rather than using offshore sports betting sites.

You are eligible to sign up for a sportsbook in Ohio if you are a resident and live in the state itself

and you and 21 years of age or older.

OH only. 21+. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER. T&Cs apply

 

Best Ohio Sports Betting Apps

In this section, we highlight some of the best sports betting apps available to online bettors that

were previously legalized in other states across the US. Since the introduction of new laws, these
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impressive sportsbooks now offer great mobile betting apps for residents of Ohio.

List of the Best Ohio Sports Betting Apps

 FanDuel 

 Betrivers 

 DraftKings 

 Tipico 

 Pointsbet 

 BetMGM 

 Bet365 

 Superbook 

 Betfred 

 

Top 8 Ohio Mobile Betting Bonuses

1. FanDuel 

As a customer of this bookmaker, FanDuel gives players a fantastic opportunity to benefit from

both sports betting and fantasy sports. You can find some of the greatest odds for your preferred

sports thanks to the wide variety of sports markets that are accessible to play on. Customers at

FanDuel have access to some of the best incentives available at any sportsbook, including the

chance to collect bonuses for certain sports and events like the NFL. Before participating in any

campaign, make sure to review the T&Cs so you are informed of what is required.

 Find out more about the Fanduel Ohio Promo Code here.

2. Betrivers 

Some of the best sportsbook deals for players can be found at Betrivers. You can benefit from

some fantastic opportunities thanks to excellent welcome bonuses and specific sport bonuses for

tournaments like the NFL. With the most popular sports in the country available for betting,

bookmakers provide gamers with a wide variety of betting markets.

Depending on your mobile device, you may download the Betrivers app from either the Apple or

Android store. This makes it possible for you to access sports markets and play Betrivers while

you're on the go.

3. DraftKings 

Sports bettors can take advantage of amazing benefits from DraftKings for both new and

recurring customers. There is a lot to keep an eye out for with new customer promotions and

various perks available all year long. Along with these fantastic promotions, DraftKings gives its

users a vast selection of betting markets, with sports including basketball, golf, soccer, and

football among the most popular options.
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For all of its markets, DraftKings has some of the greatest odds on betting markets currently

accessible. Before placing a wager, it is advised that you research the available odds at

sportsbooks to ensure you are obtaining the best potential payouts.

4. Tipico 

Players in Ohio and other states can use Tipico sportsbook, one of the best mobile sportsbook

apps, on their phones. Players can download their mobile-optimized betting app to their device

and access sports betting while out and about or merely from the comfort of their phone.

Like other reputable sportsbooks, Tipico provides its customers with the best incentives and

promotions for both new and returning customers. These promotions don't always look the same

and offer various payouts and benefits. Before participating in offers, it is advisable to read the

T&Cs so that you are aware of the requirements.

5. Pointsbet 

Australian bookmaker PointsBet also has operations in the US, specifically Ohio. Despite being

from Australia and relatively new to the American sports betting scene, they have gained a lot of

popularity among those who bet on sports online. The points betting method used by Pointsbet

sets it apart from the other leading online sportsbooks. No matter what the end or result is,

placing a wager will still earn you points. This is a fantastic form of loyalty benefit that is provided,

and acquired points may be exchanged for free bets.

Ohio sports bettors have access to a wide variety of sporting events, including basketball,

baseball, football, and boxing, to mention a few. You might be able to take advantage of

promotions for particular athletic events depending on the occasion or time of year.

6. BetMGM 

BetMGM is one of the most recognised sportsbooks on the markets and boast a large following.

Along with fantastic betting possibilities for sporting events and individual fixtures, customers are

presented with a variety of top sport betting markets to select from. A variety of amazing

incentives are available for both new and current customers as part of BetMGM's promotions.

The "Edit My Bet" function that BetMGM offers players simply enables gamblers to change their

selections or stake amounts prior to the event. This gives players the option to change their mind

and place a greater wager or alter the wager itself. Additionally, you can wager on sports like

snooker and table tennis.

7. Bet365 

If you're looking for the finest odds and sporting events, Bet365 is one of the best sites to wager.

Ohio, which just legalised sports betting, is one of the states where Bet365 holds licences. This

leading sportsbook provides gamers with a wide selection of markets and outstanding odds. With

potential incentives like free bet bonuses for major athletic events, the variety of promotions and

event bonuses is exciting and a wonderful choice for bettors

This bookmaker seeks to grow its clientele and interest in the US while providing players with first-

rate services that include fantastic features like in-play betting and cash out possibilities.
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8. Superbook 

Superbook provides users with a variety of sports betting options, including golf, basketball, and

American football. They also provide new and devoted gamers with a variety of constantly

changing promos and bonuses.

Superbook places a high priority on the safety and security of all of its players, and it

accomplishes this by providing numerous safe payment options as well as a vast array of customer

support options, such as tax information, a FAQ section, account management, responsible

gaming, and a 24/7 customer support team.

9. Betfred 

Currently, Betfred is one of the top competitors in Ohio's online sports betting market. For

consumers in Ohio, they provide a variety of sports betting markets and options, including NFL,

NBA, UFC, MLB, and NHL. You can include athletics in that list of sports. Before Ohio legalized

sports betting, Betfred concentrated for many years in other regions of the nation and built a solid

customer base in the sports betting industry.

The Betfred website is simple to use and is well organized. Players and bettors may relax knowing

that they are placing their wagers at a reputable, trustworthy website because the Ohio Casino

Control Commission (OCCC) has licensed the brand. The commission also makes sure the site

administration abides by the guidelines. Additionally, the website now offers fantastic discounts

and promotions for all significant sporting events.

 

Related Post: Ohio Promo Codes for Conference Championships 

   

Whats going on with Ohio sports betting?

On January 1, 2023, Ohio legalized sports betting, but of course, there had been months and

months of planning by internet sportsbooks before this. The Ohio Casino Control Commission

(OCCC), whose previous duties consisted primarily of regulating internet gambling in the casino

sector, now oversees sports betting in Ohio. There was a lot of excitement before the new year

because it was announced in December 2022 that 16 mobile sports betting sites and 12 retail

bookies were getting ready to accept bets on the date of legalisation.

In the first two days after the bill's passage, over 11 million bets were reportedly placed, making the

entire operation more successful than when similar legislation was introduced in states like New

York and Pennsylvania.

Of course, some technicalities still need to be worked out to make sure that all of the top Ohio

sportsbooks can legally operate there. Sportsbooks have reportedly been fined for inappropriate

advertisements and bonuses that violate Ohio state laws. Indeed, sportsbooks will modify their

websites to make sure they comply with the OCCC's regulations when the Ohio sports betting

market settles over time.
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You must be physically located in Ohio at the time a wager is placed, and you must be at least 21

years old, in order to wager on sporting events in the state of Ohio through any online sportsbook.

 

Sportsbook Betting Apps vs Desktop Betting in Ohio

There isn't much of a difference between sports betting on a desktop and an mobile betting app.

The user experience might, in some cases, be slightly altered by these variations. Even though it

might seem obvious, playing on a desktop makes it more simplistic for gamers to navigate the site

than doing so on a mobile device. Desktops cannot be used on the go, which is a significant

difference that can significantly affect some players' decision-making.

Our pick of the top Ohio sportsbook offer players from the state the opportunity to play on a

mobile app or even a mobile optimized version of their online site.

 

Why use online sports betting apps in Ohio?

Placing Live Bets

One of the top perks of sports betting apps is how accessible betting is while on the go. Being

able to place live in game bets while watching an event is huge and offers members to place a

bet wherever they are, wether you are at home, the sporting event or even at the shops.

Connectivity

Players that have access to a strong and stable internet or wifi connection will be able to access

online sports betting apps wherever they are in Ohio. Having a betting app on your phone also

speeds up the process of having to search for the site on an internet browser and betting apps

usually tend to automatically log you in to your account.

Sports Streaming on Mobile Betting Apps

You can watch your favourite games in real time anywhere and whenever you want, which is one

of the best things about sports betting applications. Many different sport betting apps offer this

service and it is a great way to also watch on the go. You may enjoy sports wherever you choose

as long as you have a strong and stable internet connection.

Account Control and Funding

As a result of sportsbooks having applications now, gamers may utilise their mobile wallet to make

purchases using fingerprint or face ID, giving them better control over their money. Using a mobile

app makes it easier to manage your account since you can always find the information you need

when you need it.

 



How can players sign up for an Ohio sportsbook betting
app?

 

Players signing up for the top Ohio sportsbetting apps may find themselves a bit stuck or unsure

where to start. Players do not need to worry about this, it really is a straightforward and easy

process. It is required that players signing up provide a valid and legal proof of identity so that the

chosen bookmaker is absolutely sure you meet the requirements to bet with them. If you are unsure

what is required to sign up, you should read the terms and conditions before hand.

Sports betting apps can easily be downloaded to your mobile device through iOS and Android

applications. Below, we have provided a very simple step by step to help guide you through the

typical process you may encounter:

How to download a sportsbook app in Ohio for Android:

Step 1: Register an account via the operator’s website.

Step 2: Download the app via the website or through the Google Play Store.

Step 3: Click ‘Download’ and wait.

Step 4: Open the app from your home page.

Step 5: Login and place your first bet.

How to download a sportsbook app in Ohio for iOS:

Step 1. Sign Up via the operator's site (this ensures you receive your desired offer).

Step 2: Download the app via the website or through the Apple App Store.

Step 3: Click ‘Download’ and wait.

Step 4: Open the app.

Step 5: Sign in and place your first bet.

Payment Options for Ohio Sport Betting Apps

Payment methods are a huge factor that can make the difference for someone deciding if they

should sign up for a sports betting app or not. Providing a wide range of different banking

methods is beneficial as it helps to meet all different player needs by offering their chosen choice

of banking.

With the best Ohio sports betting apps, you can be sure to find all the deposit and withdrawal

methods that work for you. You can often find out what methods a sportsbook offers before you



sign up, so be sure to check first.

Traditional Payment Methods

When signing up for a chosen sports betting site in Ohio, you want to make sure that your

preferred choice of payment method is available to use. Most sports betting apps and online

sportsbooks usually provide the most common banking methods, with the likes of Debit/Credit

Cards, PayPal, Cheques and Bank Transfers being available options.

Ewallets

With advancements in technology and different payment methods becoming easily available,

eWallets have become a favorite payment choice for many online sports bettors. One of the most

popular eWallets available to use in many sport betting apps is indeed PayPal. eWallets allows

players to conceal personal details from sportsbook sites and also, more often than not, processes

deposits and withdrawals almost instantly.

Cryptocurrenices

As time goes on, cryptocurrency becomes more pervasive in society. It is accepted as payment for

certain services by organizations including PayPal. Cryptocurrency has become a popular way to

deposit funds at online sportsbooks and casinos in recent years but it is not always supported by

all organizations. Be sure to check the online betting sites payment providers before signing up.

 

Further Reading
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Ohio Sports Betting Apps Conclusion

 

Although sports betting apps are relatively new in Ohio, they have been thoroughly and carefully

vetted by the sportsbooks that are offering them to ensure that players will receive the best

experience. A variety of sports betting markets, payment methods, promotions, and customer

support options are available with our choice of top brands that offer sports betting apps. This

makes Ohio sports betting apps some of the best available.

Even though choosing the top betting app is challenging, the sports betting apps we've listed are

the best available, with the likes of Tipicio, DraftKings and FanDuel among some of the Ohio

Sportsbook options, so be sure to give them a try.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Can I still use my phone to place bets in Ohio without downloading an
app?

The simple answer is yes. Players looking to place bets with an online sportsbook are able to do so

if their chosen bookmaker provides a mobile-compatible site.

Is online sports betting legal in Ohio?

Sports betting is completely legal in Ohio as of 1st Jan, 2023. The introduction of this law in Ohio

means that residents within the state are now able to place bets on sport betting apps and sites

that are licenced operate there.

How many Ohio sports betting offers am I eligible to use?

Most sportsbooks that you register with will give you some kind welcome bonus, and most sports

betting sites also provide additional incentives that players can take advantage of. Players are free

to utilise as many sports betting promos as they'd like. Terms and Conditions apply to all

promotions and bonuses so make sure you read these before claiming anything.

Does every sportsbook operating in Ohio offer a mobile betting app?

No every online sportsbook betting site that operates in Ohio offers a mobile app to download on

your mobile device. However, it is more than likely that sports betting sites offer users a mobile-

optimized version of their online site to accommodate for usages on a smalled device. There are

currently over 15 different sport betting apps available to players to take advantage of in Ohio.
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